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Introduction
Welcome to your Natal Chart report.
Your Natal Chart report is an astrological chart based on the mathematically precise
positions of the planets and the Sun & Moon at the time, date and place of your birth. It
provides you with insights into your character and personal life potentials by indicating the
strengths you have and the challenges you experience in life.
Your Natal Chart report covers among other things your primary motivation in life, your
identity, emotions, mentality, love and sexuality, spirituality, earning ability and career
potentialities and so on.
In some parts of the report you will come across apparent contradictions in the descriptions
of your character. This is to be expected; people are complex and have many contradictory
facets to their personality.

Birth Data
MARLON BRANDO
Natal Chart
Actor
3 Apr 1924
11:00:00 PM
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The 1st House
The 1st House describes you, your self-expression and vitality. It is your physical
appearance and the way others see you and interact with you. The 1st House cusp
is, in most cases, the Ascendant or Rising Sign of your chart and indicates your
primary motivation in life. The house placement of your 1st House ruler shows the
areas of life that are of primary importance to you. Also, planets in your 1st House
influence how you present yourself to the world.

Ascendant in Sagittarius
Your primary motivation in life is to attain power and recognition. You have a strong
need for a restriction-free environment, with room for movement and self-expression.
You love nature, the great outdoors and adventurous situations. You have an open,
friendly and frank personality, but can occasionally be opinionated, moralistic and
tactless. A true seeker of wisdom and knowledge, you range far and wide
geographically and intellectually. Higher education and international travel appeal to
you. Most likely you will pursue both of these.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

1st House Cusp Ruler, Jupiter, in 1st House
You realise your primary objectives in life through your own efforts and actions. You
are self-motivated and have the power and determination to accomplish your
personal aims. Your physical health and vitality also affect your ability to achieve
your goals.

Jupiter in Sagittarius
You have a social or religious outlook on life, coupled with the capacity for deep and
philosophical thinking. You are motivated by the desire for wisdom and the
expansion of your personal horizons. Consequently, you are strongly interested in
foreign cultures, travel and higher learning. You are an optimistic and positive person
with a hearty sense of humour.

Aspects to Jupiter
Jupiter Trine Sun (5zz44' A)
You have an essentially positive and healthy outlook on life. Generosity of spirit and
goodwill towards others makes you a popular companion and a fun person to be
around. You are motivated by a strong urge to expand in life and to broaden your
personal horizons. You have the ability to successfully advance your material, social,
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intellectual or spiritual aspirations. In general, you are a fortunate person whose
needs in life will be met without too much hardship.

Jupiter Trine Moon (6zz49' A)
You are naturally generous, open-minded and kind-hearted. Your emotional honesty
and good humour make you popular and appreciated by others. You are socially
aware and always ready to help other people. You are interested in philosophy and
religion, and, if other factors in your chart support it, you will have the opportunity to
travel. You know how to enjoy yourself and are fond of sociable and pleasurable
activities. Relations with women are usually positive.

Jupiter Trine Mercury (7zz21' S)
You are basically an optimist at heart and usually express a positive and confident
outlook on life. You are able to exercise intelligent reasoning and are generally
tolerant of other people's ideas and perspectives. In general, you are a good
communicator and can express your ideas easily and lucidly. You are quite wise and
understanding of things and others will frequently seek your counsel and advice. In
your desire to broaden your knowledge, you will most likely travel, correspond with
people in other countries and possibly study or have business arrangements
overseas. You may be well read and erudite. Certainly, you appreciate the value and
benefits of a sound education. You will most likely have success as a speaker or
writer. A sense of humour, wit and a generous nature will gain you popularity with
others.

Jupiter Square Uranus (0zz54' A)
It is difficult to say for certain how this aspect will play out in your life because it is
truly unpredictable. For example, you are prone to experiencing sudden events that
can change your life dramatically, for better or worse. You are quite happy doing
your own thing and don't concern yourself with other people's opinions. Your faith in
your own abilities is usually strong and, regardless of what may be happening in your
life, your trust in the future rarely flags. You have an eye for good opportunities,
coupled with a keen intuition and an exceptional sense of timing. At times, you can
be annoyingly contradictory by fluctuating between liberal and hard-line attitudes.

Jupiter Trine Neptune (2zz09' S)
You are a selfless and compassionate person who is receptive to the needs of
others. Spiritual subjects interest you greatly and it is possible that you possess
psychic ability. You have a great amount of imagination and inspiration, which you
may effectively channel into creative expressions such as music, theatre, dance, film
or painting. You are essentially an idealist who sometimes sees the world through
rose-tinted glasses. As a result, you can perceive situations to be quite different to
what they are in reality.
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Jupiter Square Midheaven (0zz38' S)
Despite being a challenging aspect this astrological combination can help you to rise
to high positions in your career. You have the desire to do well in life and to advance
personally and professionally. Others may seek you out for your advice and those in
power tend to favour you. You may do well in areas related to spirituality, publishing,
travel, law or education. There may be some tensions caused by family and
vocational demands impinging upon one another.

Aspects to Ascendant
Ascendant Opposition Venus (4zz53' S)
You have a pleasant and friendly personality that other people find attractive and
alluring. You possess physical appeal, a charming nature, sophistication and a good
fashion sense. You may have artistic talents; you will certainly have an appreciation
of the arts and culture. You have good taste and an eye for style and design.
Negatively, you can be vain, superficial and inclined to foster contacts with the 'right'
people to advance your own interests.

The 2nd House
The 2nd House is associated with personal assets and financial affairs. It governs all
moveable possessions and wealth.

2nd House Cusp in Capricorn
Money is a serious business to you. Irrespective of your financial situation, you don't
tend to be frivolous or extravagant, possibly because you have a fear of poverty. You
work hard for your money and manage it well by investing it carefully.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

2nd House Cusp Ruler, Saturn, in 11th House
Your friends can help or hinder you financially. Equally, you and your friends may be
involved in projects or schemes that bring monetary reward or loss. You could
receive financial assistance or sponsorship from people who are well-connected.
Also, you may contribute money to causes.
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Mars in 2nd House
Impulse buying is not unknown to you! A certain amount of your energy and drive is
directed at making or spending money. On occasion, you may be prepared to take
financial and business risks. You can get a rush from wheeling and dealing. Less
positively, there can be conflicts over money or personal possessions.

Mars in Capricorn
You are ambitious and have the capability to set your sights on an objective and to
reach it by practical work and effort. You have the ability for strategy and planning
and are well-suited to managerial positions. Known for your efficiency, you can be
relied upon to carry out well-planned actions effectively and with the minimum of
fuss.

Aspects to Mars
Mars Square Sun (3zz33' A)
You are a dynamic personality and a readiness for action is your signature.
However, you can also gain a reputation for impatience, quick anger and aggression.
You thrive on adventure, love danger and are prepared to take risks that others
wouldn't contemplate. You are especially bold, courageous and audacious, but also
occasionally reckless and careless. You need to guard against accident proneness.
Advancements you make in life are based on your personal efforts and
determination. You have quick reflexes and are able to respond to situations
immediately. You may enjoy sports; certainly you take pleasure in setting challenges
for yourself and competing with others.

Mars Square Moon (4zz38' A)
You are naturally bold and forthright, and generally up-front in your dealings with
others. You have the capacity for leadership and are often motivated to take charge
of situations. Competitive or aggressive situations bring out the fighter in you. You
have a strong resistance to restriction and being ordered around by others. At times,
you can be astonishingly frank and tactless. You are not afraid to take risks; however
you can expect setbacks caused by impulsiveness or impatience. At home, you tend
to rule the roost. Marital quarrels are likely.

Mars Sextile Uranus (1zz17' A)
You have an adventurous and fearless nature, which dares to try out new and
different things in life. Generally speaking, you have quick reflexes and an ability to
work fast under pressure. You are at your best when faced with challenging
situations and the pressure of deadlines. Adventure or high-octane sports excite you,
but you need to take care to avoid injuries and accidents.
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Mars Trine Midheaven (2zz49' S)
You have the power and the determination to realise your most personal aspirations
and to achieve successful results in your career. In general, you enjoy harmony
between your domestic and professional lives, with each positively supporting the
other. While you are competitive to a degree, chasing the same goals as others
doesn't interest you as much as setting and achieving your own objectives.

The 3rd House
The 3rd House is associated with your immediate environment. It rules your
neighbours and your relationship with your relatives, especially your siblings and
cousins. It also rules all forms of communication. It describes your early education
and ability to learn.

3rd House Cusp in Aquarius
You are a progressive and independent thinker with original ideas. You have the
ability to surprise people with your comments, especially your relatives,
schoolteachers and neighbours. An advocate for freedom of speech, you are not
afraid to climb up on your soapbox to make a point if necessary.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

3rd House Cusp Ruler, Saturn, in 11th House
You have a special way of communicating to your friends or groups of people. You
have a natural ability for establishing lines of communication with people who can
help you to realise your goals and dreams in life.

The 4th House
The 4th House is associated with home and family matters. It describes your parents
- especially the father - and your relationship with them. It gives information on your
family history or ancestry and the nature of your later life. Real estate and property
belong here.

4th House Cusp in Pisces
Your emotional attachment to your home and family is strong. Home is your private
domain; you need to feel that you can relax in it and seclude yourself away from the
world's troubles. Preferably, you should live near water.
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The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

4th House Cusp Ruler, Jupiter, in 1st House
You identify personally with your home and homeland. Your family could assist you
advancement in life. Alternatively, pressures from within the family may compel you
to assert your independence.

Uranus in 4th House
Your domestic arrangements may be unconventional and your home itself could be
quite unique in some way. Your parents may be progressive or alternative and, on
occasion, there can be tensions or strains with one or both of them. Also, your own
approach to parenting and family life tends to be original. You may experience many
changes of residence, or sudden disruptions in the home.

Uranus in Pisces
You are inclined towards mysticism and to investigating the workings of the
unconscious. You are interested in developing your spiritual awareness. Anticipate
sudden insights and flashes of inspiration.

Aspects to Uranus
Uranus Opposition Midheaven (1zz32' S)
You march to the beat of your own drum. Others see you as a unique personality
who is strongly individualistic. You assert your right to be independent and original.
Professionally, you will choose a career that is unusual in some way, or you could be
attracted to modern occupations, involving the latest technological or scientific
advancements. One word of warning, this aspect can sometimes cause reckless
behaviour, which can lead to sudden reversals of fortune or falls from grace. Your
domestic circumstances are often changeable or unstable.
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The 5th House
The 5th House is associated with pleasure, sex, love affairs and children. It also
governs artistic creativity, music, the fine arts, fashion, social entertainment, games
and speculations.

5th House Cusp in Aries
The busier you are the happier you feel. Energetic and fun-loving, you pursue
pleasures and amusements with enthusiasm and gusto. You have a great love of
challenges, adventurous activities, sports and possibly dancing. You are bold when it
comes to love attractions; and winning the heart of another may be one of your
favourite pastimes.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

5th House Cusp Ruler, Mars, in 2nd House
Taking risks or gambles can affect your financial security and well-being for better or
worse. You could gain through speculation, but could also just as easily incur losses
through carelessness. You may make money through creative activity or investments
in art. Possessiveness in love could spell trouble.

Mercury in 5th House
You have an interest in a variety of artistic or creative pursuits. In some capacity, you
may be suited to working within the entertainment industry. You may have abilities in
such fields as acting, media presentation, art criticism, writing, stock market investing
and analysing or sports commentating. In matters of the heart, you tend to be drawn
to intellectually stimulating and vibrant people. You are generally fond of children and
know how to relate to them on their own level.

Mercury in Aries
Mentally alert, you process and understand things quickly. You are eager to argue a
point and compete with others intellectually. You can also make decisions quickly
and supply a ready answer when challenged. In working situations, you can be
inspiring and inclined to take the lead in discussions. You have bold ideas and will
stand up for yourself. You can also be sharp-tongued and quarrelsome.
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Aspects to Mercury
Mercury Opposition Saturn (2zz55' A)
Your thinking is serious, realistic and conservative. You tend to be precise in your
speech, logical in your approach to things and methodical in your working habits.
You have excellent powers of concentration and can succeed with academic study
or research work. However, you can be prone to bouts of self-doubt regarding your
mental abilities, which can restrict your educational achievements. You may
experience communication difficulties caused by shyness, inhibition or a lack of selfconfidence. Possibly, you may experience periods of depression and pessimism.

Moon in 5th House
You are a born romantic in constant search for the ideal in love. You are charming,
imaginative and instinctively creative. The arts can play an important role in your life
and you have an appreciation of artistic mediums such as drama, cinema, dance,
music and poetry. You know how to amuse yourself and will probably enjoy an active
and varied social life. You may be attracted to the entertainment industry or childcare.

Moon in Aries
You express your feelings directly and forcefully and it is natural for you to take the
initiative in emotional situations. When emotionally involved, you refuse to take
second place. You value your freedom and dislike any restrictions placed upon you.
It is likely that you will control or dominate your domestic environment. Your instincts
are strong, but you can be inclined to act impulsively. Sometimes this can get you
into trouble.

Aspects to Moon
Moon Conjunct Sun (1zz05' A)
You are a self-motivated, self-contained and integrated person who tends to be
unaffected by others, including partners. You can be intensely subjective and
disinclined to extend yourself to other people, which can lead to misunderstandings.
At times, your drive for recognition can override your emotional needs and vice
versa. You enjoy starting enterprises and planting seeds for the future.

Moon Trine Neptune (4zz40' A)
You are highly perceptive and sensitive to influences around you and able to pick up
on the feelings of others and the mood of the environment. Your empathic manner
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attracts others to you and you know how to comfort and heal those in need. You tend
to have an idealistic outlook on life and can be quite dreamy at times and content to
just go with the flow. You are easily inspired and have a vivid imagination with the
ability to tap into a wide range of creative talents, including music, poetry, painting
and photography. Your dream-life is also likely to be active. You may possess
psychic sensitivity.

Moon Square Pluto (2zz49' S)
You have a complex emotional life. Your feelings are intense and you feel things
deeply. The dynamics of your personal relationships are intricate and often strained,
especially with your family or significant females. There are power struggles in the
home or with dominant women. Equally, you can be domineering or emotionally
manipulative and intent on getting everything your own way. You can also be prone
to particular habitual fixations or compulsions.

Sun in 5th House
You maintain a child-like enthusiasm and spontaneity throughout life and know how
to enjoy yourself. You are popular, fun to be with and generally good with children.
You have an interest in the arts and may express yourself (and gain fame) through
acting, dance, music or painting etc. You enjoy speculation and sport. Matters of the
heart feature strongly in your life.

Sun in Aries
You have an assertive and direct nature, with the urge to be constantly doing
something. Self-motivated and enterprising, you like being where the action is and
taking the initiative. Naturally bold and courageous, you will often take risks and
attempt things that others find daunting. You have a competitive spirit and like to
challenge others mentally and physically, and you also like to set challenges for
yourself. At times, you can be self-orientated and even selfish. You can also display
recklessness and experience difficulties through impatience.

Aspects to Sun
Sun Trine Neptune (3zz36' A)
You are highly sensitive and receptive. Your inner life is very active and mystical
experiences are not unfamiliar to you. In fact you are inherently psychic and
clairvoyant. You have the power of vision and inspiration, which may be expressed
through the arts, healing or in some leadership capacity. Gifted with compassion and
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sympathy, you have an innate understanding of the needs of other people. You will
probably travel far and wide in the course of your life, or at least have an empathy
with the sea. Your father may be somewhat elusive or unknowable to you. Prone to
seducing influences, you may be susceptible to intoxicants and stimulants.

Sun Square Pluto (3zz54' S)
You crave power and authority, and are a force to be reckoned with. You are used to
getting your own way and have little time for compromise. A dominating personality
and a commanding manner can sometimes make you seem pushy and autocratic.
You are capable of - and used to - giving orders, but are not so good at taking them.
Power struggles of varying degrees are experienced on a daily basis, especially with
domineering or authoritarian personalities. You have the capability to achieve most
anything you set your sights on, as you have great determination and intense focus;
however you can also be extreme and obsessive in your approach to things. You will
go through the process of inner transformation and regeneration at different
junctures in your life, by taking on new identities after old ones have served their
purpose.

The 6th House
The 6th House is associated with work and employment or service. It describes your
dependents such as pets, employees, servants and tenants if you have any. It is the
house of health and sickness. It governs doctors, nurses and dentists.

6th House Cusp in Taurus
You are a steady and reliable worker, but not necessarily an innovative or
imaginative one. Preferring routine, you don't like too many surprises or changes in
your work environment. You may work in a creative field, but probably not in a
freelance capacity, as you prefer security to uncertainty in employment. Too much
talking may lead to hoarseness.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

6th House Cusp Ruler, Venus, in 7th House
The type of work you do will either involve other people, or bring you into contact
with the general public. Possible lines of employment are marriage guidance,
psychology, partnership law or personnel. It is possible that you prefer to work in a
professional partnership.
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The 7th House
The 7th House is associated with partnerships, both personal and professional. It
rules your relationship with other people generally, including those who oppose you.
It also describes the sort of person you will attract as a mate.

7th House Cusp in Gemini
You enjoy change and variety in your relationships. You are drawn to people who
are intellectually stimulating, mentally alert and quick on the uptake. Communication
is vital in your relationships. You are physically attracted to slim and slender people
with fine bone structures. Possibly, you may marry more than once, or maintain more
than one relationship at a time.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

7th House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 5th House
You may meet partners at social functions, such as parties or at places of
amusement and entertainment. You will probably marry for love and entertain
romantic ideas about marriage generally. You and a partner may work together as a
creative team.

Venus in 7th House
You have a charming nature, which attracts others. You are generally popular
because of your ability to see or bring out the best in people. Romantic love and
marriage can bring fulfilment. You blossom and prosper through having a partner in
your life. In general, your partners are attractive and companionable. You are suited
to dealing with the public and could enjoy professional success in personnel work,
sales, the art or entertainment industries or the counselling fields.

Venus in Taurus
You have strong personal powers of attraction and desires. Deep and long lasting
feelings, emotional constancy, loyalty and stability are important to you in close
relationships. However, difficulties in love can come about from possessiveness or
jealousy. There can be a tendency to over-indulge in the good life and to risk weight
gain. Artistic appreciation and talent is possible in tactile creative expressions such
as sculpture or ceramics.
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The 8th House
The 8th House is the house of shared resources, other people's money, including the
partner's. It is associated with wills, inheritances, death and loss.

8th House Cusp in Cancer
Losses of any kind can be distressing for you, especially if they involve loved ones.
Inheritances are likely from the family. Shared resources with others may fluctuate
and partners could worry about meeting financial obligations.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

8th House Cusp Ruler, Moon, in 5th House
Money you receive from such things as inheritances or tax refunds is likely to be
spent on things that you enjoy. You may have a talent for encouraging others to
spend money on you.

Pluto in 8th House
You have a deep interest in the occult and esoteric mysteries. You may develop a
fascination for subjects that investigate the questions of life, such as reincarnation,
life after death, karma, yoga and astrology. Under certain conditions, you could
experience problems with others' money, taxes or inheritances.

Pluto in Cancer
You belong to a generation that experiences strong forces or upheavals within the
home, the community and the nation. You have the inclination to form deep
emotional bonds and to put pressure on others emotionally.

The 9th House
The 9th House is associated with philosophy, wisdom, spirituality, religion, higher
education and travel. It also rules those you seek for advice such as lawyers, priests
and astrologers.

9th House Cusp in Leo
Academic achievement is important to you. If you gain a good education, you could
become a leading educator, teacher or scholar. In regard to philosophy or religion,
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you tend to hold onto to your beliefs once you've formed them. Travel is usually
enjoyed and in grand style if possible. Important teachers and advisers tend to be
authoritative and respected, but can also be proud and haughty.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

9th House Cusp Ruler, Sun, in 5th House
You have the power to use your creative abilities and imagination to communicate
your beliefs and ideas about life. You have the ability to present spiritual ideas
through art or performance. Also, you could be a teacher who has an entertaining
way of getting your message across to others. Travel, higher education or the study
of spiritual subjects are likely to give you pleasure.

Neptune in 9th House
You may be attracted to the mystical and ritualistic aspects of spiritual teachings. As
a seeker of truth, you may come to realise that ultimate truth is indefinable. You may
become devoted to a spiritual leader at some point in your life; however you need to
discriminate between true teachers and false prophets. You have to approach all
legal matters cautiously, as there could exposure to fraud or dishonesty. Longdistance travel is likely.

Neptune in Leo
You have a flair for the dramatic. You have idealistic notions about your leadership
and organising abilities. You are part of a generation that tends to have romantic
ideas about leaders and celebrities that may verge on hero worship.

The 10th House
The 10th House is associated with your status in the world. It describes your
reputation and level of public success. It is the house of career and, traditionally, the
house of the mother. In most cases, your 10th House cusp is at the Midheaven.

10th House Cusp in Virgo
You are a natural worker and vocational matters are very important to you. You have
a talent for precise and exacting work. Practical and efficient, you are well-suited to
careers within the service industries, business, health sectors, computer fields or the
research and academic spheres.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.
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10th House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 5th House
Your profession may be associated with the arts and entertainment or hospitality
industries, or even sports, fashion and cosmetics. You can make a name for yourself
in any of the aforementioned areas. Your conduct in love can affect your reputation.

The 11th House
The 11th House is traditionally known as "the house of good fortune". Your friends
and benefactors are described here, as well as your hopes and wishes.

11th House Cusp in Libra
You tend to attract out-going and gregarious friends, who are expressive and
adaptable in most situations. In many instances, your friends are artistic, cultured or
refined in manner. As a rule, you desire harmony in your friendships; sometimes you
find yourself playing the role of peacemaker.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

11th House Cusp Ruler, Venus, in 7th House
You may establish personal or professional partnerships with your friends, or a friend
may introduce you to a future partner. Your partner could influence you in the
realisation of your personal goals.

Saturn in 11th House
You can be a bit of a loner and sometimes feel uncomfortable in social situations.
You tend not to make friends easily; however you have the ability to cultivate
genuine and lasting friendships through sincere effort and steadfast loyalty. You can
gain through the patronage and goodwill of older and experienced benefactors. Take
care that you don't fall victim to false or deceitful acquaintances.

Saturn in Scorpio
You have a realistic outlook on life and tend to take it seriously. You have high
ambitions, with a strong desire to succeed in life. You can readily endure hardship if
a cause is worthy enough. Negatively, there can be the inclination to judge yourself
and others too harshly or to harbour resentments.
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The 12th House
The 12th House is the house of ill luck. It is associated with sorrow and sadness,
your self-undoing and downfall, as well as your secrets, worries and anxieties. It
rules hospitals, hospices, retreats, hideaways and prisons.

12th House Cusp in Scorpio
Harbouring secret resentments or jealousies can lead to your undoing. You need to
guard against fixating on negative thoughts, as these could cause feelings of
depression or mental anxiety.
The outcome of this house is determined by the placement of its ruler.

12th House Cusp Ruler, Mars, in 2nd House
You can tie yourself up in knots fretting about your financial security, to such an
extent that it becomes a genuine concern. Equally though, fears about material
uncertainty could be the incentive that motivates you to maintain your money-making
edge.

The Qualities and Elements
The signs of the zodiac are grouped into two basic categories. These are known as
the Qualities and the Elements. The Qualities describe fundamental modes of
activity and the Elements describe temperament. There are three Qualities: Cardinal,
Fixed & Mutable and four Elements: Fire, Air, Earth & Water. Your horoscope has
varying degrees of each Quality and Element. The percentages you have of each will
determine their importance in your life. The higher percentages will be more powerful
in your life, the lower percentages will be less powerful.

The Qualities
42% Cardinal
The Cardinal signs are Aries, Cancer, Libra & Capricorn. The more planets you have
in any of these signs the more Cardinal you are:
Cardinal people are action oriented and initiating. They are interested in promoting
change and bringing new things into the world. They are direct, assertive and like to
take charge of situations. They are ambitious, independent and dislike being
supervised. They are good at starting projects, but not so good at completing them.
They have abundant enthusiasm and are very resourceful. Cardinal people generally
don't hold grudges.
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25% Fixed
The Fixed signs are Taurus, Leo, Scorpio & Aquarius. The more planets you have in
any of these signs the more Fixed you are:
Fixed people are persevering and enduring. They achieve results in life through
determined and persistent effort. They tend to do one thing at a time and are
extremely practical in their approach to everything. They are not easily influenced by
others and can be quite firm or stubborn once their minds are made up about
something. They tend to hold onto things and are reluctant to change. They are
staunch, but they can also be inflexible and at risk from becoming set in their ways.
33% Mutable
The Mutable signs are Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius & Pisces. The more planets you
have in any of these signs the more Mutable you are:
Mutable people are the most flexible of the three types. They are able to go with the
flow. They are changeable and adaptable, but also indecisive and restless. They are
sensitive to the opinions of others, but they can also be impressionable and easily
influenced by environmental circumstances. Mutable people lack the stubbornness
of the Fixed signs and the forcefulness of the Cardinal signs, which makes them
good mediators and go-betweens.

The Elements
50% Fire
The Fire signs are Aries, Leo & Sagittarius. The more planets you have in the Fire
signs the more pro-active and self-determining you are:
The Fire signs go for freedom of action and power. They strive for recognition in life.
They are out-going and enthusiastic, adventure seeking and powerful. They are
ardent, passionate, assertive, demonstrative, bold and courageous. They can also
be impatient and bossy, wilful and reactive, especially when they face delays or
obstructions in their path.
25% Earth
The Earth signs are Taurus, Virgo & Capricorn. The more planets you have in the
Earth signs the more practical and needful of security you are:
The Earth signs seek material security. They are down-to-earth, pragmatic, cautious,
sensible and conservative. Hardworking and industrious, Earth signs are able to put
into effect the ideas and inspirations of the other signs. They can be accumulative,
possessive and overly materialistic. They are also sensual and pleasure seeking.
0% Air
The Air signs are Gemini, Libra & Aquarius. The more planets you have in the Air
signs the more pro-active and self-determining you are:
The Air signs go for freedom of action and freedom of movement. Air signs need to
be able to come and go at will. Their domain is the air we breathe; hence they are
conduits for communication and the exchange of ideas. They are mentally alert and
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intellectually stimulating. Gregarious and sociable, Air signs like to be around other
people. They are observant and perceptive, curious and inquisitive. They live totally
in the here and now, and want to be in whatever is going on.
25% Water
The Water signs are Cancer, Scorpio & Pisces. The more planets you have in the
Water signs the more needful you are of emotional security:
People with a majority of planets in the Water signs are motivated by the need to
gain security in their emotional lives. They are sensitive, deep, compassionate,
imaginative and intuitive. Their inner lives and dream lives are very active. They are
spiritually inclined and potentially psychic, with an ability to tune into others. Life is
experienced as a mystical journey. They can also be hypersensitive, impressionable
and emotionally needy.

End of Report
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